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Are you tracking mentions about your brand? The solution for this dilemma is to create specific questions with
a clear objective. Why should you gather customer feedback? Voice of customers can become one of your
most powerful weapons if you want to increase your bottom line and create positive experiences. This way
you can align your offer to their needs and increase brand loyalty. Worried about negative consumer backlash?
Collecting criticism shows you what needs to be changed but feedback form is also a great outlet for you
users. Take a look at the list of useful customer feedback questions you can implement on your own website in
just minutes: Ask about your website: When asking people about your website, you should avoid general
questions and rather ask about specific elements. What task did you want to accomplish on this website? This
might turn out to be a valuable suggestion for your product new features or website structure. Were you able
to find the information you were looking for on our website? Did you find that information valuable?
Questions like that can help you quickly assess the information architecture of your website. The value of
information is a simple indicator if your content is useful for the customers. How much effort did you
personally have to put forth to handle your request? How did this effort compare to your expectations? Asking
about expectation gives you additional insights about your brand. Maybe visitors, in fact, expect a lot of effort
when dealing with your advanced product? If their solution is easier to handle in the eyes of the users, you will
be losing potential customers to your opponents. How visually appealing is our website? How easy is it to
navigate our website? What do you think about the story we tell through our website? When you ask direct
questions, you minimize the risk of making bad website redesign decisions. In order to do that you can ask
them to choose from different mood icons. Is our pricing clear? How can we improve our pricing page? What
originally attracted you to our website? First impressions are extremely important for web visitors. Knowing
how you made people stay on your website gives you that extra knowledge for your next website tweaks. If
you were to review the website what score would you give it out of 5? When asking a rating question you can
also additionally ask why have you given this score? You can also change the scale to 10 points, but scale
performs better. What did you like best about our website? This question is a good way of identifying selling
points of your page. Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns? Open question like that give
you a chance to find out about bugs and other problems with your website. Ask about your product: How
likely is it that you would recommend this company to a friend or colleague? A similar way to evaluate brand
loyalty would be to ask: When looking for this product, how likely are you to consider our company first?
There are several basic questions that can give you interesting and sometimes surprising insights about your
own company: How did you hear about us? This question is a great way of evaluating your marketing
channels and helps you decide what to focus on in your advertising efforts. Why did you choose us as your
service provider? Is it the informative website? Is it a savvy salesman? Is it great online reputation? Ask this
question and see what or who brings you the most value. What problem would you like to solve with our
product? Knowing what kind of solution people are seeking in your product helps you focus on its strongest
features or decide which direction to go in product development process. What would you say to someone
who asked about us? A question like that, however, allows you to find out what your customers think of you,
an extremely important insight in the digital environment where perception is reality. If you were unhappy
with us what can we do to get you to come back? This question gives you a chance to uncover any customer
issues and mend them before they go viral. What is the primary benefit that you have received from our
company? What features could you not live without? Asking questions like that is the easiest way to evaluate
your killer features. Using the analytics, you know which features are popular but customer feedback informs
you which feature is the most important. What features could you live without? Keep it simple stupid! You
probably know and live by this rule. When it comes to your own product, however, you might be tempted to
exaggerate. This old adage helps you identify the overkill features. Ask About Your Competition: Chances
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are, you have done your own market research and know who are the biggest players in your niche. Your
customers, however, have their own opinion about this. This is yet another chance to reconsider the features of
your product and the way they are showcased on your website: Who can we learn from? What would you use
as an alternative if our company was no longer available? What makes us stand out from the competition?
Compared to our competitors, is our product quality better, worse, or about the same? Compared to our
competitors, are our prices higher, lower, or about the same? Ask in the right way When creating a customer
feedback form remember about clarity of questions, but also keep in mind that the tone should be
conversational. This way, you are more likely to engage customers who will, in turn, provide you with specific
and helpful feedback. In order to keep things interesting for the respondents, you can use different question
types. Open questions work when you want your visitors to express their opinion. Sliders are useful for
grading tasks and closed dropdowns allow you to limit the options when asking, for example, about how users
heard about your product. If you are giving users two-three answer options, consider using radio-button
questions. What is more, engaging and usable feedback survey is a way to establish better relation ship with a
user. Relationship that makes it more likely to turn this user into a customer. You can view that here. Try
unamo seo for free.
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As we continue our look at the Nationals roster position-by-position, we turn our attention towards the starting
pitching, which can best be defined as Max Scherzer and everyone else. Starting Pitching Max Scherzer Age:
Every fifth night in D. These numbers would suggest a higher win total than the 18 he garnered this season
same can be said about But, an inconsistent offense was the demise of one of the best pitchers in Major
League Baseball. His numbers this season were extremely similar to his back-to-back Cy Young awards the
past two years. Already he is lined up as a finalist for the NL Cy Young award for this season. His strikeouts
and Were it not for the ridiculous numbers Jacob deGrom put up , Scherzer would be in line for his fourth Cy
Young. Next season is when Scherzer gets a big pay increase. It is near impossible to argue that the ace is not
worth the money. Getting a win in five straight starts reminded us of the variety that he is able to command
over the plate. He would be an okay No. The injuries that led to this is not necessarily his fault. He was always
behind. At 32, he has been on the Nationals for six years now with three really good seasons and three blah
seasons. It is imperative in that he has another good season before entering free agency. Another
injury-plagued season inhibited the former No. This season was the worst WHIP of his career at 1. He could
not stop guys from hitting to get on base. Washington needed another repeat performance of where he finished
third in the Cy Young voting. Instead, he had to take breaks for multiple injuries throughout the year. Injuries
will always circle around the conversation of Strasburg. If healthy which is a big if , he still is the Nationals
best option aside from Scherzer. Based on his progression from Tommy John surgery in , this year looks just
like an anomaly. It is hard to tell though given the history and how certain situations transpired. While he did
not get far into games, manager Davey Martinez knew the limitations of his starter. Every night he typically
got to the sixth inning using a fair amount of pitches but was able to manage his base runners. Some nights he
was a pleasant surprise in the rotation and kept the game competitive. That is more than most of the
non-Scherzer starts from this rotation. Nevertheless, he is a free agent for Given the bigger question marks
behind Scherzer in the rotation, he is not likely to return to Washington given its needs. If he does return, then
expect him to be called on to be a regular starter. Only once did he make it to the seventh inning. His second
stint as a starter in September was far better than his stretch in the first half of the season. Next season expect
him to be with the Nats more than in the minors and be the plug-in guy in the rotation. This year though was
extremely ugly. All of his losses in the second half of the season were terrible, not something you can afford
from a guy that is supposed to be third on the depth chart. It got to the point that every time he left the mound,
it was because the Nats were out of contention in that game. Trading Gonzalez for prospects made sense once
the Nationals fell out of contention. The only way that would reasonably happen though is if he signed for less
money than his previous contract. Another, more desperate team will likely throw money at his feet.
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How has Stanley changed physically since he dug his first hole? How does Stanley justify this to himself? The
boys resent Stanley because Zero is digging his holes. He needs the energy. Why do the Warden and Mr.
Pendanski tell Stanley to stop teaching Zero to read? He is too stupid. Why does the Warden tell the
counselors not to shoot Zero after Zero hits Mr. Pendanski with the shovel? What does the Warden expect to
happen to Zero? The warden expects him to die. How does the warden plan to cover up Sorry, but full essay
samples are available only for registered users the incident with Zero? She plans to erase him from all her
files. Why was he sent to Camp Green Lake? Brian or Twitch; He stole a car. Why does Stanley steal the
water truck? What happens to the water truck? He steals the truck to rescue Zero. He drives it into a hole.
Where does Stanley find Zero? How had Zero managed to survive? What deal does Stanley make with the
Warden? He is going to tell her where he actually found the lipstick tube. When Stanley asks Zero what the
mountain looks like, how does Zero respond? What does the confirm to Stanley? Zero shows Stanley his
thumb pointing upward. It confirms that they shall take refuge in the mountain. When Zigzag begins punching
Stanley, Mr. Do you think this is a proper solution to a fight? If not, how would you have intervened? No
because violence is not the answer. I would have stopped them both and mediated between the two.
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Chapter 5 : 29 Practical Feedback Questions to Ask to Your Customers | Unamo Blog
The boys resent Stanley because Zero is digging his holes. He needs the energy.

Chapter 6 : Sonnet 29 Questions and Answers - calendrierdelascience.com
Review Questions Brazing and braze welding filler metal melts at a temperature above _____Â°F (_____Â°C) but below
the melting temperature of the base metal. List two reasons why brazing or braze welding is used instead of fusion
welding.

Chapter 7 : Exercise 29A: Blood Flashcards | Easy Notecards
chapter 29 review questions jenni ratcliff 1. Identify the vessels that join to form the hepatic portal vein. Superior
mesenteric vein and splenic vein join posterior to the neck of pancreas.

Chapter 8 : Holes Chapter Review Questions | Essay Writing Service A+
YES NO N/A Table 4. Do the users understand the need-to-know requirements of the authorized PL? a. How is the user
granted access to the IS?
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